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Normative-functionalist Occupational
Class Analysis in Context
Normativity, Social Exclusion and the EU/Global
Dimensions of the Labor Market

I am certain that in order for it to be successful it will have to bemore camplex in i ts
hanclling of the normative sphere.
At the moment, the outline of Huszár's theory envisions class structure as
composed of so called norma ti ve statuses forrned agai n st the background of variaus
rights: occupational statuses a re predicated upo n business, property and labor rights,
whereas inactive statues are anchored in social rights. Huszár goes to great lengths
to theorize them not only as non-hierarchical (rather, as horizontal) but also as
normatively equal. It is puzzling why he does not utilize the possibility of presenting
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them as "normatively recognized" social statuses (a la Honneth, via Hegel), thereby
circumventing the issue of equality, one of the most eballenging moral callings of
modernity. 2
I support the idea that the normative diroension shall be part of a socialagical
analysis of social structure, making it part of a theory on the structural constraints
of society. Taking normativity (and not only rights) seriously, 3 however, implies

ABSTARCT: This short contribution is designed to reflect upon the whole body of debate that Ákos

Huszár's series of studies (2013a, 2013b, 2013c 1) gave rise to (Berger 2013, Róbert 2013, Tardos
2013, Vastagh 2013, Harcsa 2013, Lakatos-Záhonyi 2013a, 2013b). Two issues seem to have inspired

(at least) three areas of investigation: research has to tackle social norms, legal
(statutory) norms, and constitutional norms. These are very different fields both

participants of the debate: the current theoretical possibilities of social structure analysis (Berger,

in terms of their socialagical nature as wel! as regarding the methodological skills

Tardos, Harcsa and Huszár himself) and the current eballenge posed by the new set of census data

required for their study. I agree with Huszár that "it is an ernpirical question which

from 2011 (Róbert, Vastagh, Lakatos - Záhonyi). This duality was already evident at the workshop

values and norms are institutionalized in a society" (2013c: 724) but I would submit

"The stratification of Hungarian society" erganized by the Hungarian Central Statistical Office back in

that this is a much more complicated issue than simply laoking at what positive

November 2012, and is likely to prevail on thepagesof the current is sue of Szociológiai Szemle. I myself
try to combine the two issues. First, I would like to add a few ideas to expand Huszár's perspective
of a normative-structuralist approach, chiefly in the area of normativity (Part I.). Then I turn to the

constitutional or statutory provisions stipulate. The linguistic turn's implications
for the social sciences offers a range of methodological possibilities for addressing

question of the "social embeddedness" of the occupational system: this prospect entails the problem of

the understandings of norms and the practices of their institutionalization in these

the social terrain outside the occupational system, mainly as regards seholarship on social exclusion,

three areas.

induding issues of human ca pi tal, social capital and spatial social structure (Part Il.). In the course of

There is also the added problem brought to light by the socialogy of law: to what
extent and in which manner are normative prescriptions adhered to in these variaus

this overview, the merits of variaus ernpirical data sources like the census, as wel! as at least partly
longitudinal databases such as EU SILC and the Labor Force Survey will be addressed. Finally, I close
wi th a few remarks on the EU and the global context of the occupational system (Part III.).
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fields (a question which goes beyond the philosophical distinehon between Sein and
Sollen). Hungarian society is notoriously camplex in this regard. There is a certain
despising of and disdain for adherence to legal (statutory) norms, 4 in sharp contrast
to constitutionality which is held in high esteern amongst Hungarians in general

Part I.

(Örkény- Scheppele 1997).
I address the constitutional terrain in some more detail, as the problem of rights,
considered central in Huszár's analysis, arises primarily here. I would like to propose

The idea of a normative-functionalist class analysis is a very interesting andrefreshing
suggestion, especially in terms of its attempt at reintegrating the normative aspect
into the theoretical and ernpirical edifice of social structure analysis. I am not sure
that it will ultimately work as a comprehensive framework for occupational class
analysis when fleshed out in full detail along the lines of the outline proposed by
Huszár (2013a: 50-52, 2013c and Huszár in the present volume). At the same time,

that there is no need to confine the conceptualization of the normative dimension
of rights to individual freedom: rights can grasp a much richer, sociologically

2
3

Huszár himself refers to this challenge in the coneiuding paragraph of his study, assigning it to ernpirical investigations to
determine "whether harizontal relationships thernselves function as sources of different kinds of inequalities" (2013c: 738).
Paraphrasing here Ronaid Dworkin's famaus book, Taking Rights Seriously, serves the purposes of suggesting that
discussion of normativity should be open to legal and political theory as weil as to the ~nvest1gat1on of the soCial practiC .

:':ft

using variaus political and legallanguages. Huszár does so to the extent of relying extensively on Axel Honneth's
l propose he goes further.
1

The latter is the extended Hungarian version of Huszár's English language artlele in the present volume.

4

scholarshtp.

Think of the widely-shared beliefthat he who pays ali his taxes is a du pe. w hereas he whopaysas littie ta x as he can get away
with is smart.

substantive normative dimension in the life of the political community (as e.g. in
Weimar constitutional theory, Füzér 2008: 112- 13). The idea that the language of
rights can cover institutions (like the university) and universal or community-based
particular values that integrate society (Füzér 2008: 77-97) was shared by a wide
range of seholars across the political spectrum of Weimar Germany - in opposition
to liberallegal positivists who attributed no great force to rights at ali (Füzér 2008:

capital), social capital (Füzér 2007, Füzér-Monostori 2012), health inequalities as weil
as social conceptions of welfare and poverty, induding subjective poverty (Spéder
2002), are also important, as is segregation and the spatial social structure of society
(Németh 2011).
The proposed extension wo u ld, for better or worse, be in line wi th a long tradition

47-76). These alternative uses of the language of rights can be fruitfully applied

of Hungarian sociology: that of dual society models (Éber 2011); especially with
Iván Szelényi's and Tamás Kolosi's social structure models which conceptualized

when recenstrueting the normative context in which the social structure analysis
proposed by Huszár is carried out.

the two terrains of market and redistribution, spotted with mixed social statuses.

5

The approach of the normative-functionalist theory to the structural constraints of
society would have the occupational system be analogaus with the mar ket, relying

Part II.

on redistribution to complete the picture for "the rest."
Viktor Berger (2013) has als o offered rudiments of theoretical constructs under

Any occupational class analysis has to grapple with the problem that the "rest of

which "the rest" of society could be grasped. I would like to join bim in highlighting

society" (i.e. those without labor market or indepenclent business positions) also

the dynamic character of processes which push people away from traditional social

have to be accounted for in a decent social structure analysis. Huszár is in a very
advantageous position in this regard as his focus on the normative dimension allows

statuses towards other ones with less stability to start with. 7 The new structural

him to take stock of a range of social positions outside the occupational system. He

entrenched (between the occupational system and those on its outside) as well as

refers to social rights as grounding "new ways of acquiring income", "entitlements
that make it possihle for the eligible persons to obtain earnings without working"

distinctions within the occupational system. Professiens are being tradeci during
these days of life-long learning in a contemporary knowledge society; processesthat

and thereby creating "social statuses that are not grounded on participatien in

have been highlighted by Tardos (2013: 321-322) and shown by Lakatos and Záhonyi

the occupational system" (2013c: 729) - but unfortunately falls short of offering a

(2013a: 635, 2013b: 756-758) to prevail empirically, both in the very debate under

comprehensive model to either theoretically or empirically grasp these statuses. He

discussion here .

constraints seem to loosen up positions that earlier were thought to have been

explicitly skips two opportunities to do so "at this time" (2013c: 731, 736) and leaves
the weil-populated category of "other inactive" standing awkwardly be side pensioners
and the unemployed.

In terms of ernpirical social research there are two key datasets that offer
thernselves for the study of social exclusion as well as the transformations of
professiens and the occupational system. While I am no expert on these data sources,

I wo ul d lik e to propos e that seholarship on social exclusion (in the Hungaria n context

to the extent that I am familiar with EU SILC (Statistics on Living and Income

ef. especially Monostori 2004, Hegedús - Monostori 2005) offers both theoretically

Conditions) (Füzér 2007, Füzér - Monostori 2012) and LFS (Labor Force Survey)

and also in terms of ernpirical investigations a way to complete occupational class

(Lakatos - Záhonyi 2013a, 2013b), they strike me as apt ernpirical resources for the

analysis in its normative-functionalist version. That is to say, social exclusion research

detailed study of the varied normative statuses of inactivity outlined by Huszár,

is a perfect match with normative-functionalist occupational class analysis in every

and also the dynamic character of occupational statuses. Their research design is

important aspect of social science scholarship: theory, operationalization and data
sets (and of course the interpretation of ernpirical results in light of the outgoing

SILC and 1,5 years in LFS) on very large samples which respond to the content of

such that they offer some longitudinal data (1-4 years on four subsamples of EU

theory). In terms of theory, social exclusion seholars strive primarily to counter the

internationally-standardized questionnaires, carrying extra (and expendable, ef.

pa radigm of income poverty research and they do so by evoking variaus material and
non-material dimensions of social exclusion: among the latter, exclusion from the

Füzér 2007) modules (yearly in EU SILC and in almost every quarter of LFS) which
makes the study of variaus specialized sociological questions using extra-large

labor market is of prime importance 6 but exclusion from ac quiring knowledge (human

samples feasible (in contrast to the few thousand-sized samples that research funds
normaily allow for).

5

Weimar constitutional thought in general and the rights theories of communitarian Rudolf Smend, socialist Hermann Heller,

Otto Kirchheimer, Franz Neumann and the riddling Carl Schmitt had a significant impact on post-WWII German social and
political thought (including the Frankfurt School, Füzér 2007: 16) as weil as on constitutional culture and adjudicatien (Füzér
2007: 15-20). The latter, in turn, servedas the chi ef orientation point for the ernerging post-communist Hungarian constitutional

culture of the 1990s (Sólyom 2000, 2003, Füzér 1997).
6

Theorized by Amartya Sen as weil as the recently-deceased Robert eastel and empirically examined in the Hungarian context

e.g. by Erzsébet Bukodi (2004) or Gábor Kertesi (2005).

7

1 would dispute however that pensioners (as such) can be adequately assigned to a precarious posit ion, as Berger does
(2013:311)- pra,;ically ali ~mpirical evidence suggests the contrary; namely that exactly because of their stable income and
housing condit ions, pensioners as a group show remarkab le stability in te rrns of their basic soci~l standing. The ~ro up, natu rally,
is far from being homogeneous: certain subgroups such as widows or pensioners whose pe~s1on w as d:term1ned ~very .~ong
time ago bear a hig h ris k of poverty, but even with the se qualifications the everyday concept1ons about poor pens1oners are
ill-conceived.

The merits of the census are manifold8 and I would like to draw attention to its
almost unique role in the field of spatial social structure analysis. Portrayed above as
an important dimension of social exclusion, it is arguably also a vital element of any
social structure analysis. When we look, as Zsolt Németh does (Németh 2011), at
the concentration and migration routes (something like the fl.ocking together) of low
status versus high status householcis and individuals during the 1990s in Hungary,
we become aware of the fact that, on the level of everyday social intercourse, in vast
partsof the co un try, experiencing the complexity of "Hungarian society" is no long er
possible. Certain social groups (particularly those at the u pp er and lower extremes)
are simply missing from extended areas of the country and the so- called settlement
ladder (against a thin layer of normative background) distributes social groups in
very radical ways .

rise of an allegedly new social class; the project class (Kovách - Kucerova 2009).
Projectification results in "patchwork" employment, where professionals' project
contracts might overlap in time and connect them to variaus locations of work
simultaneously.
Anather aspect of projectification should also be of interest for Huszár's program
of inquiry: development policy (within the EU and internationally) too is normatively
anchored and delineates groups of "project beneficiaries" whose statuses are greatly,
(albeit not fundamentally) affected by their positions within development projects.
Especially so called rehabilitation projects (Bukowski et al. 2007) have come to acquire
complexity and are intended to enhance beneficiaries' human capital, labor market
positions, health behavior, and via participation9 , their social capital aswell (Füzér 2013).
At this elosing point we might refl.ect again upon Huszár's central theoretical
aspiration ; namelyon his objective of induding the normative dimension in to social
class analysis. It seems as though the normative dimension, a political community's

Part III

ability to regulate its own life, extends only so far: until the boundaries of its sphere
of influence and legitimacy, be it the EU or the boundaries of traditional nation

My elosing comments refl.ect upon the fact (also briefly noted by Vastagh 2013: 430-

sta tes. However, much if not all of the global economy is beyond that and is regulated

431) that the EU as well as the global context has to be part of a theory about the

by few norms which are not transparent in any case - an enarrnous eballenge to

structural constraints of society- with further implications for the transformation

normative-functionalist social structure analysis.

of the occupational system.
Within and across countries there are sites where professionals are organized
into global econom ic activities (dubbed global cities by Saskia Sassen), and there are
regions that remain less (if at all) involved in globalízed activities, at least as far as
occupational statuses are concerned. The reigning paraciigm of migration research
offers clues to the factars that push and pull potential employees across the globe
in search of jobs. A normative-structuralist class analysis has to take note of the
fact that the EU, besides being many other things (Böröcz - Sarkar 2005a, 2005b),
is also a normatively regulated realm that defines a "common" labor market. This
implies that occupational statuses have to be understood in a European context
and migration has to be a key issue in any normative-functionalist social structure
analysis.
Anatherelement o ft he EU context highlights an important line of transformation
in the occupational system. The normatively regulated EU model of access to public
funds via projects is arguably be coming a key element of the structural constraints
of European societies. Project proliferation (Sjöblom et al. 2006, Sjöblom et al. 2012,
Kovách- Kristóf 200 7) wi t hin the European realm brings with itthereconfiguration
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